


Acknowledgements in the form of gifts have already become a permanent 
feature of company galas. They can take many forms, but the most elegant 
way to recognise an employee or collaboration is to present tasteful
personalised trophies.

At Modern Forms, we know how to reward long-standing employees
and associates in an elegant way. We design and produce trophies from scratch 
for long-standing partners. Unusual customised designs are our speciality.
We create 100% personalised products that will be remembered by the 
jubilarians.

What to keep in mind when designing an anniversary trophy?
» emphasise length of service, e.g., "20 years together",
» employee's name, job title can also be given,
» a short quote or text thanking the employee,
» the name and/or logo of the company where the employee is celebrating 
their anniversary.

WE INVITE YOU TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT COLLECTION
Would you like to customise a trophy? Give us its number in a message
to your customer consultant.



A trophy takes its form from 
an origami swan. The base
is made of painted wood
and mirrored steel, which 
di�uses light beautifully. 
Swan is produced from 
plexiglass with a semi-
transparent print. A trophy 
that will emphasise the 
artistic nature of the award.

MATERIALS USED:
» METAL
» WOOD
» PLEXIGLASS

A stylish combination of 
plexiglass with a navy blue 
print and a gold-coloured 
steel panel. A trophy with
a simple form and a neat 
openwork finish. An award 
that will look proudly in
any o�ce.

MATERIALS USED:
» METAL
» PLEXIGLASS

nr 6075

nr 6076



The centrepiece of the 
trophy is an eye-catching 
printed glass cuboid. It is 
surrounded by a stylish 
frame of raw stainless steel 
mounted on a granite base. 
This trophy is dedicated
to innovative and modern 
companies.

MATERIALS USED:
» METAL
» GLASS
» GRANITE  

The rotating element at the 
heart of the trophy is
something that sets this 
award apart.  Steel panels
are broken by an elegant 
gold print, mounted on
a solid wooden base. An 
award ideal for a dynamic, 
growing industry.

MATERIALS USED:
» METAL
» WOOD

nr 6077

nr 6074



A prestigious trophy combining 
solid granite and gold-painted 
steel. Printed in 3D. An elegant 
and timeless composition, 
which brings to mind
associations with a company
or a reliable, experienced 
person with a solid position
in the market.

MATERIALS USED:
» METAL
» GRANITE 

The solid granite base and 
panel with cut-outs create
a spectacular e�ect. The print, 
which refers to the structure 
of marble and gold, emphasi-
ses the importance of the 
award and makes the trophy 
dynamic. The award is aimed 
at companies that skilfully 
combine innovation
and tradition.

MATERIALS USED:
» METAL
» GRANITE

nr 6078

nr 6081



A slim wooden block decorated 
with a plexiglass panel and
a colourful print. Classic form 
with references to nature
and ecology. Graphics can be 
changed at will. A trophy that 
can easily be adapted to any 
industry or the nature of
an anniversary.

MATERIALS USED:
» WOOD
» PLEXIGLASS
   

A trophy with a classic, 
minimalist form. A combina-
tion of wood and steel panel 
in elegant black colour.
An award created for 
traditional, solid merit: 
company and employee 
anniversaries.

MATERIALS USED:
» METAL
» WOOD

nr 6079

nr 6080



Let's get to know each other! We are Modern Forms - leading European 
manufacturer of sports, business awards and promotional gadgets. We create 
original, personalised medals and trophies - for customers all over the world. 
We use the highest quality materials and proprietary technologies. We operate 
comprehensively - from graphic design, through production, to the dispatch
of finished products to the customer.

GRAPHIC
DESIGN

FULL
COLOUR

PROMPT
PRODUCTION

COMPREHENSIVE
SERVICE

NO LIMITS

WWW.THEMODERNFORMS .COM

contact@modernforms.eu               +48 798 873 873

CONTACT US

https://themodernforms.com/our-brand/contact/
https://themodernforms.com/
https://www.facebook.com/themodernforms
https://www.instagram.com/themodernforms/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPmAyp3GvSFdkBWlIeHnZOQ
https://www.linkedin.com/company/modern-forms/posts/?feedView=all
https://pl.pinterest.com/themodernforms/_created/

